YOUR SPEEDY CLOCK







You will be aware that the Speedy clock contains a Battery which is necessary to maintain the time
running on the clock whenever it is disconnected from a power supply.
We are approaching the tenth racing season of Bricon electronic timing and it is advised that Speedy
clocks with a serial number starting SPD-B and SPD-C may now be due for a battery change.
It is not possible to predict exactly how long a battery will last as a number of factors have an influence
such as temperature extremes and simple variations from one battery to another.
The Speedy does have a self diagnostic low battery warning message, but the nature of batteries is
such that when the voltage starts to fall, you have a very limited time before the battery is flat.
You can of course wait for the low battery warning to show, but if this were to happen in the middle of
the racing season then it would likely leave you without a clock for a while.
You are therefore best advised to address the matter outside of racing during the winter months, and it
is during the coming season that the Bricon technicians anticipate that low batteries will start to occur.

For a battery replacement the Speedy clock must be returned to us here at Bricon UK, so that it can then
be dispatched back to Belgium for the expert Bricon technicians to carry out the complete Battery service.
The full turnaround time for a Battery service is likely to be around 5 weeks.
The Bricon Battery Service would involve your Speedy clock undergoing the following routine
 Your name and data would be backed up and then reloaded after the service.
 The outer housing and keypad would be disposed of and cleaning undertaken.
 The old battery would be replaced with a brand new long life BRICON battery.
 Checks made and rectifications carried out to any battery circuitry issues.
 The contrast of the Liquid Crystal Display would be adjusted if necessary.
 Genuine BRICON holographic seals would be attached for security reassurance.
 A new outer housing and keypad will give your clock the ‘as brand new’ look.
 The clock would be updated with the latest version of the Speedy software.

When considering what to do with your old Speedy clock you have three options
OPTION A.
Return your Speedy clock for a Battery service @ £68 (incl VAT)
You would also be liable for the postal charges incurred within the UK, though you may wish to hand
deliver the clock to our address or to any of the shows that we attend in order to save the postage.
The insured delivery charge for the return of the Speedy clock back to you is £10 (incl VAT)

OPTION B.
Save the cost of the Battery service by trading in your Speedy for a new Speedy X-treme.
Bricon will give you a trade in value of £130 for your
Speedy clock, regardless of condition, against the
purchase of the fabulous new Speedy X-treme clock.
You may choose to hand deliver your old Speedy to
our address or to a show, and provided we have stock
then we can carry out the trade straight away saving
you all postal charges with no delay waiting for a clock.
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OPTION C.
Delay your decision and see if your clock lasts through the coming racing season.
Price offer correct as at February 2016.
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